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Some Reasons Why Teachers Are. Easier to Understand

Than Textbooks

Teachers often report that many of their students have difficulty

learning new information from textbooks, but that these same students

seem quite able to understand and learn material presented orally in

class. In this paper, we will consider the-question of why some chil-

dren find textbooks to be so much more difficult than teachers'

presentations.

Different views of reading lead to different answers. One very

common view is that reading is basically equivalent to listening with

the additional step of decoding written words to speech (Fries, 1962).

Those who hold this view emphasize that the textbook might contain

words the students cannot decode, and vocabulary and syntactic struc-

tures that the students do not know. This view leads to suggestions-

that remediation focus' on decoding, vocabulary and syntax. An alterna-
t

tive view is that both reading and listening require the interplay of, a

variety of complex processes and-that, although there are many

lari ties, t*e may belMportant.4differences=between liStenipg and.

readtng in.addition to those having to-do.With decodingp.vocabulary

arid syntax (see Kleiman & Schallert, 197'$, and Rubin, 1977, for further

discussion ). It is this latter view that we, as cognit4ve psychologists,

a.
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Sampling Written and Spoken Presentations

In order to identify differences between some of the and
reading tasks children encounter in school, we have been stet' the

ways in which information is presented by teachers and by authors of

chldren's tex0ooks. 1n our initial study, to berdescribed in this

paper, we wanted a small but fairly typical sample pf the expository

texts childreh are expected to read, and we wanted tape-recordings and

observations of teachers' presentations of comparable material to their

classes. To'obtaip these samples, we'began with four selections.from

the SRA'lleading Laboratory that had been adaked fcir middlegrade

readers from materPal originally intended for adults. To obtain samples

of.teachers' presentations, we had ten teachers use the adult articles

as a'basls for preparing a classroom presentation. The teachers, each

speaking on,one of four topics, were,tape-recorded as they engaged

their, students in a lecture/discussion, complete with student questions,

responses and commeills. One of the authors (DS) observed all of the

presentations and took notes on aspects of the presentations that might

not be captured in transcriptions of the tape. recording's:
.

The se4sMall samples are, of -course, inadequate for drawing general

conclusions about the many types and levels of written-m,terials,-or

about how most 'teachers pres&lt inforinatioh on most topics. However,

they have proven adequate to identify some of the potential advantages

that teachers have over textbooks in helping children to understand and

remember.the material. In' the next section, present excerpts
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from re written passage and excerpts and analysis of bne teacher's
4

presentation. The differences between teachers-and textbooks, exempli-
s

e

fled by these excerpts, will then be discussed in-terms.of four ad-

vantages that teachers have over textbooks. in the final section, we

will discuss some implications of these advantages for teachers and

for writers of children's textbooks.

;
Excerpts From a Textbook and a Teacher's Presentation

.1 The topic of the passage and presentation from which we

examples is sequoia trees. Both the written passage and the

presentati;n discussed several attributes ofl the'trees, such

will draw

teacher's

as their

size and age, and the history of effOrts to serve them. For our ex-

amples, we willfocus solely on infoimation about the size ofthe tr

We have chosen these excerpts becau-ge'fFey prov14e clear examples.of

the. contrasts we will discuss. The teacher In our example may be

particularly adept at presenting information to her.class, but the

types of thing's she does are found to some extent in all ten presen-

..-:".

tations in our-study.
1

The SRA written passage contains 63 sentences. Those dealing

either directly or indirectly with size Are as follows,

Sequoia National Park in California is the home of-the

oldAt and bigges6iving things. They are.the famous "big

trees," the giant sequoias.

I. .
.Atfirsti, reports of these trees were thought to be tall

tales. ineilne,trees thirty feet thick.at the bOttbM and

-three hundred feet. fiigh!..i.
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P.s the sequoia grows,/the lower branches drop off.

Finally the nearest branch may he more than a hundred feet

above the ground....

Somet imes a fallen tree has been hollowed out by fire.

Then it becomes a tunnel through which visitors can walk....

.... Without dobbt'the most famous tree in the park is,the

General Sherman li may be the biggest and oldest living

thing in the world. This tree is'as.tall as a twenty-

seven-story skyscraper. It contains enough lumber to

buiid a good slid village. It would make 'a box large enough

to hold the greatest'ocean liner ever built. And at least

fOrty freight cars would be needea\to haul aw y just its

trunk.... 4

.
-Thousanpis of the big trees were cut down a d cut up.

;Often they were blasted wrath dynamite into piec s small

enough to handle.

The teacher's presentation differed from this wr tten presentation in
*

several interesting ways. 'We mill discuss some o wha \t sheaid about the

size of the. sequoiai. Her presentation began with: .1

sk. Teachev Today we are going'tolearn about something that's

Ole oldest and the biggest 114/ing thing -that we. know

of.\ The oldest and thebiggest. Now think just a

, minute before you get your hand up. The oldest and

the biggest. What do .5you think it is -- Jeff?
ti

Student: ,Dinosaur.

T: "Why is diriosaur not a good answer?

t: Not living.

This type of interchange continues with students0 suggestir4 elephant,.

shark and"the earth,' until:.
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Trees. Trees are living.

T: All right. Say -lit again. Listen again. Heidi's got

the answer over here. Say it again.

S: Sequoia tree.

T: Sequoia. trees. How many of you've ever heard of a

sequoia tree?

With this'brief Introduction to the lesson, the teacher has done

several things which may help her students derstand and learn the

material. First, she'began by finding out abOut the children's prior -

knowledge. This provided/fan opportunity to crrectthelr initial res-

ponses:and, in so doing, to make clear the chOracteristics that are

central to the discusSion. Moreover, it enabled her to remind the chil-

i
. .

dren of information they Aready knew, and to c\rtrast the new information

with that already known, In addition, she immediately got the attention

of the students and motivated them to partfripat actively in learning

new information. When one student gave the coral ct 'answer, note how

the teacher directed the class' attention tq that \ child, had the child

repeat it, and.then repeated the answer herself.
i

The teacher then went

on to find-out more about the students' prior know eage.by asking haw-

many have heard ofs.equola trees.

The 'teacher also had ideas about What'she.'could and couldnotassume

the ch:ldren already knew. Far exirle, before descrUblng exactly how big

'the trees actually,are, she asked class:

T: When'we're talking about big, we're 'talking about

height, and what else? Not just height, but what.

:'01s0 DaVid?

Width?

6c. a ,t; -06
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1: 'Al) right. Width. What else, maybe? When we think

about something being big, It's tail, and it's wide,

and it's what else?

S: Heavy.

T: Heavy. O.K. So, we're talking about its mass or Its

volume.

.text, the teacher made use of her knowledge of what the students knew to

relate new inforl4ation to things already familiar to'them:

T:' Some of .them grow 300 feet tall. They might. grot4 a
. ,

,.. N hundred and eight feet around..: 'fhe thickness of

the trunk. might be thirtvfeet. Now let's go baCk..

Howtall is 3C10' feet? Well, 1 celled the Forum 30

[the'tailest local building] and it's taller than

300 'feet, so I coAldn't-osethat as an' example, but
.f.

.... il we were "to take ,the hallway out hece, and stand

it straight.on end., it wouldn't be tall enough. I'm

talking about from that door way down, you 'know how

far. it is down there. .It's a long way. It's not '.

tall enough. Now some of them get that/tall, but

some of them'get even taller.' Three hundred feet

Is the length of this .sideWalk out here, from where

you got on it at the road, over'here to the ramp.

That'S' 3op feet. 'Imagine tha.t sid atk standing

3.strai* up thii way. OA.? 11010.feet...

[She continues discuss the other dimens4ps.in,

similar\ways.]

Here, because of HOr knowledge of what therchildren already knew, the

teacher could use specifet exampleswith "which the children:were mery

,\

familiar. It is interestlig to note that all three teacheri in oyr study

Ti

gagNMERIAillk. ega
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who spoke about sequoia, trees mentioned the Forum 30 building when dis-

cussing their height. In our samples, examples from the children's

,everyday experience are quite common. This personalizes the presenta7

Ilon.in a way that would be d cficult for the textbook writer. The

.

examples of the Forum 30 building and thesldewalk outside the school

are clearly.much more concrete aci familiar to the children than. he
.

;

examples used in the writtenitext.

The children also took advantage of the fact that they can interact

with.the teacher. We h'eive some instances of children asking specific

questions, such as .a child who interruptedthe teacher's discussion of.

the General Sherman Tree as the world's jar,sest: s.

S: What about:-the redwood trees?

7: The redwood trees, Jeff, are - taller.. Some of

'them are taller, but they'rd'noas big around.

There are not as many examples of chlidren_asking specific information-

relevant questions as one might expect. However .teachers often seemed

to be responding tb notiVerbarcues fmn the children,, such as puzZled,

TookS'or gazes directed oUt the windOW. Ihis.feedback.#* the teachers

.knOwtedge of their students enabled therilWavoid spending,a lot of time

on things the children already:knew.

One other way, in which the presentotionvof the teachers differed

from. the written text is that the teachers eylhaSized: certain po!nts'by

Stating them, repeatedly. For example, in the above excerpt the

.repeated Informatiion about the height of the,se4UoiasnOhy*iimes

and in several ditferent Ways. 'In vidatiOn*.nost of the teischers.ln-Or
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.saMplereviewed information with,their students. After the descriptiOn

of the size of the treeS, the teacher in Otk example discussed other

things about them such as their age and resistance td She then

began a complete review of her presentation, checkl-1 the students'

acquired knowle ge:

0.K, set go back and talk about what we ve -,-T1 '

I hope you know some- things about sequoia trees-

now that you didn't know when' I started: Let's

start out with ... What do You know about the

size?

1: Its supposed to be about 300 feet.
.

T: All right. It may grow -- of course they!re not

all AO feet -- but they may grow to be 300 feet

tall:i What else do you know aboutits size?

this manner, the st important points were checked,. and if the childrenr

did not seem sure of them, they were restated by the teacher.

Four AdVantages.Of. Teachers Over Textbooks.

Our Study of_tiachers and textbooks has led us to.icientifYjoUr

. general advantagesthatteachers have ,over textbooks in getting hildren

t40,understandand7remember the material presented. ie call these tailor-
...

7firg-ilitHiessager-ac-t-r....1.6r..._knowleclatfocusil;, and

monitoring comprehension. These four are interrelated and teachers,often

say'things-that'servermOre than one of these-purposeS.at theSa*tiine.

However, It is useful to,separate them for pur:PoseS Of1disctisSiOn.

the aaapting theirpreSentation&.'

to the children In their classes. Teacher, can successfully tailor their.
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presentatlons because they know a greatdeal about what their st'dents

already do and chi not know, and because they' can interact with the chili

dren.---" ask them questions, receive questions from them, note puzzled

looks, etc. Message tailoring can Also occur in the vocabulary and

sentence syntax used: Teachers may use- imp er wars and

than those -found In the text. Si-nce we have not 'yet analyzed our samples.

. .

for vocabulary and sentence syntax, we will focus only on the content of

what was said, not the exact words or syntax' used.
,

in..the-above example, we saw how the teacher checked the students'

Prior knowl-edge (e.g.., whether they'aiready knew what is-the biggest

and oldest living thing) and then used thiS' information to tailor her

message. Clearly the textbook' ter, who must write far-many unknown ,

c'hildren' cannot tailor the message as appriopriatelY. Message tailortng

IS also seen Iry the' teacher `-' use of the Ize of the tallest local

building and of the "sidewalk outside the school to clarify how big the
/ : . . 4 -;

--- trees actual ly are Message, tai boring /also .'occurs as A result of TAT I -

dren 1 s 'questions, responses to the tea her ''s _questfoil; ;I.. and nonverbal.

signs, of underitendinig or.puZilement Obviciustiy, .these Interactions
. :.

cahnot occur betwee the y/r I ter and reader. As Socrates states in" die

',.:11610guelthitedrui/ "Witten words seem to talk to you: As...though .they,

,

.were' intelligent but' i'f--.You ask hem anything),about what they say

On tel 1Ing you the same. hing,:foreVer

eating 'prior knOwledgeirefers to teachers' reminding students

of tisf9triation thiyaiready-knOw wbieh is ÷elevant to the. current.. topic.
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and helping themrsee hoW new informatiOn is related to knowledge they

I

already havehave.= Sometimes teachers' do thisexpl i y, as when tht

teacher asks questions-like: "Did we le -ern somethisoig last week that

is - related to this'?" .At other times tht direction is more subtle, as

:in the example given above where the te:it-h-tT-started by getting tie

students to say what they thought might be the oldest and largest

' living thing. This enabled her tecontrast sequoia trees with other-

things the childrf:n already knew about, and this-may have helped them

re lite- the-new information to ihe;known.. Slini la.rly, when she mentioned

the height of ,the Forum 30 building, the length of the sidewalk,-and'

the width of the classroom, she:wa..; giving the meter-lei more concrete-

. 0(
meaning for the students.

Focusing attention refers:totwO related activities. First,'

teachers tr'y to Influence the :Intensive aspeCt of sxuderiiii:attention.

TheY, increase:the, amount of i.nterest.anemotiOtfon of their SfUdents

by asking direct questions,'reinforcing correct respanses,

guesses where appropriate, and encouraging Comments.:, . In.addition they

-Monitor the, children's attention and_ try to keep it focused on the

-material 'presented;. Secondl Yr, teachers di re children tti, pay .-attert-

tion to particularpaci-ts of the message, thus, influencing the Selet-i-ve

/-aspect of attention. The teacher in \our, example diseeted the-students
,

to fOciiiOlrlroporta`ht information bob, by repetition and ,by explicitly

-saying, "this is Important."'

Comprehension :Mon.i tor i ndg, refers to _teachers', Cheek tng whether
(4'

children have.,,u0erstood and remembered-the impor;ta'nt:parti'b,rthe
. ' _.'. , .

a4k6i4k4 ViAreg 4.140
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Teachers very often ask the children 'iluest ions .abotit the

,

Y *010 'presented ,The teaChr I n our nicanipi e Old th I s tor'

I the imp:ill-tent points a t;.the' end of .her.- presentation.", pther'..teachers,

i.rn our, sample' did this - at va FICUS t Imes i';iartng. their r presentations-.

Thii, of Conroe., ,relates, to ,message tailor-Irv in that the teachers Use

whit they find:out' in cOmprehension monitoring to tailor. their 'messages-.

apkopr lately. c,

""..

. -Summary: and tintil'idations
.,.

5ornet of -the erences between 1earning from teaChers nd learning
.

from texibOoks are: that teachers can tailor the .presentations to the

-.stirdents'- background and level of Understanding,. provide. externa 1

-'.- - -

- .

attentlan'focUSing"and Comprehension non! tririt4; and remind the-chi 1 dren,

f .rej.e4ineicriovAile e shay al ready possess We do not .kn the pre-
, -

. vale/16i or teachers' use of these\potentiat,ndvantages ill. ten

teachers In our samPle made :Iomb .6f them'.

, To beripme. tucceisfUl l'ea-rni rig - by Trading, children-MOS; learn

: .to iniderstand-aiitirl al that-As nor *411 \adapted tri ,theM .as :teachers,,14..rs
- -;. , . : '

presento t ions day be.' They must in tempt I ze .the processes of focusing
. s-t- . r 7.

attention, picking out the important:main piiints' and integrating .the.

new inforfantion with relevant prior ..knOvial trIg_e. Finally, they must
. . .

determine on ktheir 4heiher they .have. understood a text-mid what to
._

... . ..
^ .

do: if they-: have='not. Research ,on-the developqient of. thlist-,*abil '!ties ":.

. `.: .', .
Fit` aerson, 1977; .Baker, .1979; ita "S'Stein, 1978; "Siown 8 :ST14;NY.

;
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40)5 5 that at Atait some: if fictil l.0" these
.

Weasis-,al titough- the scope and exact nature of these ties

_
. .7 i In terms of understanding'how oral and wi'it 'presen tat ions, can ,:.-

. ._.

.: differ, mucti.wOrk remains- to -be done The sco'Ve,of tpi study we.have,
..,

.,

discussed I s tibvieusly 1 I mi ted -by the small, size bf our l'anguaie samples .'./ 71.,

. , ;.:. ,
.

:Nevertheles some practical recomrnendationste ,textbook writers%and .- ;
.. -

.
teachers-can be:Orawn..

4 ,

Ayithors who are aware -of the disadvantages-cif the written ;mode
.

.comPareeto oral presentations may modify the written product so.
.

is to minimize its I iirnitatra?s. Po example,: authors can pee'

, .

Cuts.as to what they consider most important.- Quesekans appearing at

:, critical junctures in the textcmay .help the readers evaluate their

comprelienSlon.:: IA trying to activate ea4:eri',prior knowledge, authdrs

cart choose examples which ire:likely to be'familiar to most readers-Or

else provide more than one .example -so that .if-a reader Odes notunder- =

:stand second or _third is avallabie. For certain critical and

difficult 'concept; airthors.might consider writing explanations ln*-

entirely (afferent ways; indicating clearly:- the...natae of 'the repeti:.
k,.

`ticirr,-'and including all explanations in the final tprodUct. The degree' .'

- ,

of message tailoring could be fur'ther increitsed lfmaterials were

tested; wi th a sample of realiers from-thetirrif7siopulatron before

4'

they were: published. Thus, unfamiliar exaMples and parts of the twits

that assume background knOwledge that many students lack couletlie.
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;14entified.., These suggestions may be difficult to implement n 'certain

caset.i btet we ,be,1 !eve they ate worth considering.
\-,..

inarlY,, this study Pqints to.Ways in which teachers can optimize

theit.,olassrorm presenta t 1 Ons..tid their reading coMOrehensi on instruction.
, ..., .

For example,,vo'knOW from our sample..ihat.some teachers are better than

Others in taking advantage-of-Opportun I t I es.. :to focus _students ' attention,

till !Of- the meiselje apniroirfstely,;activate prior -knciwle'doe and check
. , .

-7--------whathe?Hstident-1. are 'coniprehendingthe material< Wheii1t comes to
-

,...:...i. :.

reading .intruction, our analysts leadS to specific qUeitiOns teachers
, .

, .
,' can ask about students who understand material better when it is pre7-----c.

Senteeorally than when they read it. Such questions include:, Do the

students'-'zucceed i n distinguishing important from unimportant informdt ton?

Do they -try 'to relate the new inforMation to what they already" ithow7 Do

they inetilitOr the i r own, compreheniion'i Answers:to 'such questions may

in directing remediation effbrts to specific problem's.

A fi r.a 1 eminent lest _we be s 1 nterpreted: We . do: not advocate

_rewriting all textbooks so that they writ be -more like oral language
: ..

and therefore easier to comprehend. ,An important aspect of learning
0

to read is acquiring the ability to deal with.the full range, of written

language an4 not Just with "watered-down' wers ions . -However, we be-

:11eVa that teachers.Who are .sensitive to- the potential difficulties

/*getting when studenii make the trasitiOn frc;m --learn! ng by listening

to ./..*.arning by reading may be more s ucAss effecting red I ng

ciimprehens ion 4, their students:` r

tt4MMAIM
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